The sewer system network in North Bend is mostly made up of 6-12" lines, 30% of which are clay, 50% concrete, and the rest PVC. And they’re all in good shape. “Even the clay is holding up well, and it’s been in since the 1920s,” says Vos. “We only have root problems because of the joints.”

In the first few years of RootX use, North Bend applied about 12 boxes of RootX annually, using the supplied foaming applicator. The strategy then was simply to foam every line clogged with roots. And it worked well. “We had a list of clogged lines, and treated nearly all of them, and honestly it worked well from the beginning,” says Vos. “In less than four years, there wasn’t a single clogged line left, and we could CCTV all of them.”
And after that initial heavy treatment protocol, RootX use dropped dramatically; the initial use of 10-12 boxes annually has dropped to just 16 boxes applied every other year. “We don’t have to treat roots annually now,” Vos explains. “We CCTV our entire network on a three-year cycle, and use that data to identify lines that should be treated, which we do every two years. That has kept our lines continually clear of roots, and works so well we’re considering treating every three years.”

Vos tells two anecdotes to convey how happy he is with RootX’s effectiveness in his system.

“When we started, we had one line that was so clogged that we couldn’t even push a jetter through. We assumed it was going to have to be dug up and replaced, but we went ahead and tried RootX. Three years later it was completely clear and we could even verify that with a CCTV run.”

“We even had a manhole that was completely filled up with roots, and we treated it in the simplest possible way by pouring in a bag of RootX and applying water to foam it up. The next year, we pulled all those roots easily, and haven’t had a problem since.”

So essentially, root-clogged sewer lines are not a problem in North Bend, and haven’t been for nearly 20 years. At least, root-clogged main lines haven’t been a problem. “We never get callouts any more for main lines,” Vos explains. “But laterals are different—they’re up to owners to maintain, and roots do get in there.” So how does Vos deal with root intrusions into laterals? “We let them know about RootX, and usually they give it a try and it solves their problems.”

20 years is a long commitment to one sewer solution, especially in an age where new technology is being introduced constantly. But Vos says that, “I want to say to skeptics, that if it’s applied correctly it’s amazing. The way RootX worked immediately for us, and then kept working and keeping lines clear, and I can demonstrate that with before-and-after CCTV footage throughout our system. I do keep evaluating other products, but so far nothing else looks nearly as effective—so why replace RootX if it’s still working so well for us?”
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— City of North Bend
Collection Foreman Joe Vos
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To order RootX®, call 1-800-844-4974 or visit our website at www.rootx.com.